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Overview

• Human decisions about shoreline adaptation can affect tidal 
propagation and patterns of inundation in urban estuaries (Pelling et al. 
2013; Holleman and Stacey, 2014; Lee et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018)

• This can lead to externalities (economic/social) for people living in 
other parts of the system

How do local-scale shoreline 
modifications affect regional 
hydrodynamics, shoreline inundation, and 
economic damages?

What are the implications for the 
selection and evaluation of shoreline 
adaptation strategies?
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Shoreline segments

OLUs were delineated based on geomorphic 
features, topography, watershed boundaries, 
and nearshore hydrodynamic processes (SFEI 
and SPUR 2019)

SFEI divided the 
bayshore into shoreline 
segments called 
Operational Landscape 
Units (OLUs)



Shoreline segments



Effects of shoreline protection on hydrodynamics

Hummel and Stacey (2020)
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Effects of shoreline protection on hydrodynamics
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Shoreline protection in Wide Alluvial Valleys causes 
the largest increase in water levels across the Bay.



Effects of shoreline protection on flooding and economic damages

150 cm SLR

Shoreline protection provides substantial internal 
flood reduction and damage reduction benefits along 
most shoreline segments

Flood Volume Damages
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Effects of shoreline protection on flooding and economic damages
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Flood Volume Damages

Local shoreline actions produce strong flood 
interactions within the same sub-embayments

Flood interactions drive economic damage 
externalities, particularly along highly developed 
shoreline segments
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Effects of shoreline protection on flooding and economic damages

150 cm SLR

Local shoreline actions can cause flood externalities 
for more distant shorelines as well

Flood Volume Damages



Externalities by geomorphic type

Geomorphic characteristics influence the magnitude 
of flood and damage externalities that result from 
protection of individual shoreline segments



Evaluating local adaptation strategies

Villafranca et al. (2015)

Damages

Net external damages: $293 million 



Evaluating local adaptation strategies
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Conclusions

• Local shoreline actions produce flood and economic damage 
externalities along other parts of the coastline

• Geomorphic characteristics of the shoreline play a critical role in 
determining how shoreline protection influences regional water levels 
and flooding

• Ignoring regional interactions could lead to significant 
underestimation of externalities associated with shoreline adaptation 
projects



Conclusions

• Strategic and coordinated planning approaches could provide 
opportunities to avoid or mitigate externalities
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